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EFFECT OF SPEED ON ECONOMY OF AIRSHIP TRAFFIC l ‘“
By l~j.
The speed of the vehicle is
enterprises Express trains are
Bleistein.
important in all transportation
operated because the public dem-
ands rapid transit, though its cost must be partially paid out of
the receipts fzom the slower txaffic. The problem becomes especi-
ally difficult on the introduction of a ile~?foryll of Co-flveya-flce.
There are no results of past experience to be consulted and we can
only attempt, through a careful evaluation of all the factors and
properties of the new corrveyailce,to make an approximate prelimi-
nary estimate of its availability. The purpose of this article is
to consider these factors in the case of an airship.
Although, if we gO back to the firSt
Count Zeppelin, airships have been in use
fem available da.ta. TY.ezea.soilsfOi”‘Gilis
their development was very slow anclthat,
works of Schwarz
for 25 years, we
are tkat, before
during the war, everything
connected with airships was regarded as military secrets and that,
after the war, the data collected by airship builders and operators
remained unpublished for busii~ess reasons. 140reover, many of the
.&..- .
data had been obtained for otier than commercial purposes. Sven t~~e
trial trips of th~ llBodensee‘1were made under cond-itionsnot appli-
cable to a commercial carrier. .—.-..-..——_
* From ‘1Zeitschrif t f;r Flugt echnik und lMotorluftschiffahrt,’1October
28, December 13 and 27, 1924.
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In additio-n to these more common difficulties due to a lack of
>. statistics; there is another .cixcwgstanc.eaffecting the solution of
speed problems. Rhile, with other vehicles, the actual and relative
speed are mostly identical, or currents, which might cause differ-
ences between the two spedLs, represent known quantities, in the case
of an airship we have to take into account the continual changing of
the wind in ‘oolindizection and velocity . Since the velocity of the
wind can be quite high with respect to the airs-peedof the airship= -
we must base oux solutions of airship econo-micproblems on carefully
chosen mean values. This requixes the investigation of individual
cases. :lewi11 accordingly endeavor to show first the connection be-
tween the speed and the factors which affect the cost of operation.
Definition= .- Aviation, the most recent branch of technical sci-
ence, employs :.lanyexpressions vhich have not yet been clearly
enough defined to avoid ambiguity. It seems best, therefore, to give
brief definitions of a few terms which we shall employ in the fol-
lowing investigation.
Liift is the buoyant force of the gas in the hull of an airship
under the.conditions of the gas and outside air existing at the time.
When an airship is in equilibrium, the lift is equal to the “full
load” and their algebraic sum is zero.
FJ-s . .,,.
Ascensional Force ‘is’’th&’~jifferenceb-&tF~eenthe lift and the
full load-,when an airship is not in equilibrium. It becomes nega-
tive or discensiona.1, when the lift is less than the full load.
—. ..— .
—~
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*
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Dead load equals the full load miilus the useful load, wilich,
in a.Commercial.airsh.ip, consists exclusively of the paj~load, i.e.,
.. .-----,,.......... ..
the weight of ‘Ghe“passengers and f~eight.
Weight of Airsb.ip equals the dead ioad mir.usthe weight of the
power plants aildembraces everything required for tinet~ip (includ-
ing
the
and
e“mergeilcj?”ballast) and the crew, so far as they dc not belOng to
power :~lall’i~.
~~Jeightof po?~~erplants includes,
.—
i-naddition to the engines
prope~-lezs and essential accessories, the power cars ‘(which az’e
Tega.rded-stn-oly as engine supperts and semi ce p1~.tform.s) ancl‘the
part of the crew in charge of t’nepo’.~erpl.silts.
‘lheweight of the quartezs for ~llepa ~sen,gersa-ridfreight y
1~-hetherconsisting of s:~ecialc?.rs or oi compartments in the hull,
m2.y be reg.:rdedleither as a poztion of the dead-l.oa.dor, as in the
prese~lt ar-iicle,of the ~~.jrload, especially as re~ards ‘passenger
accommociatio-ns. The latter course is justified by the fact that
greater co~.ifozt:~e~,nsgreater weight a-ridCOme spo;!~d-inglygreater
c’nar.ges.
Fuel inclut,esboth gasoli-neand oil for the engines. In
weight calqula’~ions, the tanks and pipes are often included, since
tineir ~’reig lt@-e-:ends on the amount of fuei carried-
J1isposabl~ Load is the sum of the fu~l load anti the pay load.
.,._.>.,,, .,, ... ,.,
Fue1 reserves are added to the regular fuel supply, since they
commonly bear a cextain percentage ratio to the latter, while the
spare parts belong to the equipment of the hull or power plants.
—
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Radius of Action is tinedistance
giveilairspeed in still air, with full
., .,
load. Hence it is a variable quantity
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the air ship can travel at a
utilization of the disposable
.
depend-ent on the speed.
Syfllbols
.—
lift of a.irsilipin kg.
V01Ui2eof gas i-nm3 .
weight of a.irshi:piilkg (~.-~ithou-tpower plants) .
~lrei<gjltOf polj~~erIolellts ii?kg.
weight Of fue1 ii~kg (includillg‘!!a.ill;sand pipe E).
~a.yIoad -
disposa,ble 10.+..
brake 11OXsepower of engines (3.5.P. ).
drag of eir,shipin kg.
flight distance in xeters.
radius of actiOil i:nmeters.
maxixmuof1ight durat ion in hours.
ma.ximunflight d-ization in secoi~ds.
airspeed of airship in meters per sec.oral..
ground-speed of airship in :~e-hers:per second-
win.<.velocity in meters per secon~..
angle of wind to direction of flight.
,., .. ,, ,,,, ,. ,.
ailglebetween- tourse steered an-troute traveled.
efticiency of d-riveand of propeller.
lift in kilograms ~er cubic meter of gaas.
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b = weight of fuel consumed in kg per HP.-hour.
-. .,.,...,.‘Z.= weight in,kg.of tanks and pipes per 100 kg fuel-
e = b (1 + 1/100) = ineantotal weight in kg of fuel
consumed per HP.-hour. \
t– .. time in seconds=
u = w Coscl..”+ @’si-n2Cl (FicJ.1)
~=+ 2 u W co~(l ‘(Fig. 1)
H= T+yl+L (kg)
L = Q i-B (kg)
H= aV (kg)
]je= ~ T]2/3 73 > good for similar airships
J-
3:C0
t_+, ,. , ,.. ,, .,,
5
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5) -
(6)
(6a)
(7)
(8)
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PART 1.
,,, ,. .
,.., .-
Economie Sewice. - By this is.meaiitthe airship service f02
which the pu”olicpays. The factors of this service are -theloads
carried an~ the distances traveled. Generally the transportation
charges are based on the ton-kilometer or passenger- kilometez.
The time consumed in a trip has a very indefinite value. The speed
of the vehicle is, in a,certain sense, prescribed to the users’
Sometimes he will pay more and at other times less than the value
the speed really has for him. On the other hand, the carrier ~st
adopt a speed which he considers suitable for the traffic On the
given line. Tineeconomic service is therefore always based on a
certain speed= In each instance it is
the distance, i.e., the transportation
speed u..
the product of the load times
work QS in kg-m at the
The charges are based on the scheduled speed, but the expenses
depend on the airspeed zequired for maintaining the necessary ground-
speetl,under the prevailing velocity and direction of the ~ind* The
relation of these cluantities is given by equations (1) and (2).
.
Maximum Eco-nomic ServiceO- Although it by no means follows that
the maximum economic service coincides Vfith the maximum economy of
operation; .it.is-nevertheless.important to determine under what con–
ditions an a.ir.~ip can perforw. its rfaximumeconomic service. For
the sake of simplicity, the effect of the wind on the ground-speed
will at first be disregarded, thus assuming the ground-speed to be
-—...
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equal to the airspeed.
,.,.. In the present. article, ,the efficiency is considered constanJG-
,..
This assumption is justifiable in the range of velocity variations
occurring in normal traffic, since, in the vicinity of the maximum,
at TJhich the ~Jorkl~st naturally be done, the efficiency is nearlY
constant. The object of the experiments is to obtain data for a
suitable airs-nipdesign. We are therefore perfectly free to con-
struct the airship on the basis of such data and to so choose the
parts as to attain the maximum efficiency under the assumed condi-
tions.
The airship belongs to the class of vehicles which carry their
source of power with them. Hence the~e is a relationship between
B and S, which may be found as follows:
Equation (7), multiplied by v, gives
(9)
Since vt = S, we have
~=v B3600 (lo)
e Ne
and, taking ecpation (8) into consideration, we have
.
S_75x3600BT (11)
e ~jf
.--w ~- -,
- -By- su.b,st.i.tuting .this value in equation (9) and simultaneously
.,
writing Q = L - B (eq. (~)), vJe.have
~
Q(J= 75 X 3600B (L- B)R
e.W
(12)
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Since uniformity of speed is assumed, L, e, q and W are con–
stant and the economic service is maximum, when
. ..-
Hence ,
(13)
service is therefore attained when the
half the disposable load. Since, ho~~ever,
B=+L
The maxiaum economic
ireig’htof the fuel eoAuals
the radius of action equals the distance which can be traveled when
the fuel constitutes the entire disposable load.,it follows that the
maximum eco-nomicservice is attained when the transporti.rigdistante
equals half the radius of action.
This rule is, in a certain sense, fundamental, since equation
(13) shows that the airspeed v ‘does not affect its validity- It
is not even affected by the strength and direction of tinewind, if
the calculations are based on the mean velocity for the whole dis-
tance.
Radius of Ac’iion.- If the radius of action of an airship at a
given speed-is known; its economic service can then be directly de-
termined for any distance. The quantity of fuel B = L corresponds
to the rad-iusof action. If the distance is shortened, less fuel ‘is
required a-ridthe pay load Q can be increased by the same amount.
,...,. ..... ....”-... .
If me express the distance s in percentage of the radius of action
and the actual pay load in percentage of its ‘maximum,vJeobtain
Table I and-Fig. 2.
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This curve is valid for any airship and any radius of action
at the eom espOildin.g.speet ad sF.omswhat percentage of the maximum
pay load-can be transported any desired distance. The correctness
of t’hisstatement follows from the following considerateions.
The r~.~iusof action is the product of the~speed and the maxi-
nwa duration, herme AR=Ad V (14). “
Siilce,for ‘~heradius of action, tineweight of the fuel equals
the’total disposable load, the equation
eNet eC!v3t
3= ~~fJ() = ----mm—
changes ii~tothe form
~_e Cv3Ad
_l- 3600
*.
and becomes
AR = 3600 L
eCvz
(15)
—
I
—— -.
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Table I.
,.. .
s
o
0.1
0.2
O*3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
:::
1
1.1
1*2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9
2
Q“
2
1.9
1.8
1.7
1.6
1.5
1.4
1.3
1.2
1.1
1
O*9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
O*3
0.2
0.1
0
—....——
... ,,,
CJs
I
L
o
0.19
0.36
0.51
0.64
0.75
0.84
0.91
0.96
0.99
1
0.99
0.96
0.91
0.84
0.75
0.64
0.51
0.36
0.19
0
‘“---iii-w
‘R (Qs)m=
o
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
%
65
70
75
80
85
90
95
100
t
o
19
36
51
64
75
84
91
96
99
100
99
96
91
84
7’5
64
51
36
19
0
Sj-nce L, e and C are constants of the airship under consid-er-
ation, the proportion for another radius of action AR1 with its
correspoading speed VI wi11 read AR : AR1 = VIZ : vf-’
or AR V2 is a constant (Fig- 3)
(16)
Hence the law tlnatthe zadii of action are inversely propor-
6=- . t>onal to the squa;q of the corresponding speeds.*
~.,“a..-,... . . ... ,...,, , ,,.. .--L...,,,,,
The transportation distance corresponding to the maximum eco–
* For any given airship, tlfieupper portion of tilecume is limited
by the magnitude of the maximum speed and it becomes necessary to
consider the changeableness of the efficiency at the lower s-peeds.
&
\i,---- -,-,,.,-,, ,.-.,.,...... ...,...,,,-—
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nomic service for the chosen speed v, , then becomes
=-:
,,,
i; = +“””$ ~-ti...
. ,, (17)
1
If, for a given speed v,, any give-ndistance S2 is greate~
Or leSS ‘ChaTflSa, the corres@nding work of transportation is
(18)
in mhich the syrnbolswith the suffix ~ are the symbols corzespontli-n
,to tilemaxi.mufileconomic servj.ce. Squ~,J~ion(18) corresponds to a
parabola of the fozm y = 2x - x2, in Which y=
X= S2: S,. If, as in Fig. 2, the distance S2
percentages of th:eradius of action, the parabola
the form Y = 4X - 4X2,
Q2 S2 : Q,S, and
is expressed in
passes over to .
The importance of the racliusof action renders it d-esirahle to
be able to find its relation to the speed froillthe structural data
of t’heairship. As already mentioned, its magnitude de-pendson the
available ariou.ntof fuel, which, according to equation (3), is
B= L= H-T_M (19)
If the weight of the power plants, with reference to the brake
horsepo~Jer of the engines, is designated by i,
kg,
.,,. ,:. i = & (kg/HP.)
.,.”-*.“, (20)
,,,
and-, .... .
.,.
fi-T=K (@
then, by employiilgequations (19) ancl (20), we obtain
L =K - i Ne (22)
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The fuel consumption per second is represented by e Ne/3600-
T5.eflight dux.atl.o,n,.is.,then ,,, ..,
Ad . 3600 (K - i Ne)
e Ne
(23)
or, by employing equation (6e.),
Ad= 3600 (K- i CV3)
-. (~~)
eCv3
According to equation (15), the maximum tra-n,sportatioilwork
E is then
E=900(K-i Cvs)a
e C V2
(25)
~eed of Minimum Fuel Consuii~tioi~.-‘~~hilethe preV~OU.SdLedJJ.C–
tions were for the purpose of discovering under what conditions the
maximum service can be gotten from an airship, i.e., how to get the
maximum income, we must now try to learn under what conditions ‘the
expenses can be reduced to the minimum. The operating expenses of
an airship consist chiefly of the expenditures for gas and fuel
. (}ncluding oil). The gas consumption is dependent on the permeab-
ility of the gas bags and on the flight altitude. In a certain
sense the flight altitude depends on the fuel consumption, at
--l?-.,. .
least in the absense of any device for providing ballast duxing
f 1ight, and the fuel consumption is,”in turn, dependent on the
speed. In connection with the present investigation, it will
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therefore be necessary to determ~.ne OnlY at ~’~hatspeed the fuel
consumption i.ssm.llest, in order to be simultaneously co-nvinced-
that the”gas consumption, in so far as it is effected by the fuel
consumption, is subject to the same conditions. (See C. ‘,7iesels-
berger, 11Zeitschrift f~r Flugtechnik und Motorluftschiffahrt,11
1.913,No. 2, and W< Bleistein, I’Z.F.& M.‘1NO* 5, 1924.)
The fuel consumption per time unit, according to equations
(6a) and- (7), is e C V3/3600 and per distance unit it is
ec
and
and
V3/3600 U. This expression”becomes a minimum for
(25)
If, with the aid of equation (1), u is ~eplaced by V, w
a, equatio-n(26) becomes
we fi‘rid-,as the expression for t’hemiilimum fuel consumptiO-nper
time unit, .
.—
——
/2(4.
‘ec cos2’a- cosa~ 8 + cos2a) (27)..JB
For ‘~hereplication of this equation, it is best to return to
,., ,,. . ,
the value Vec/W, wllich, in Fig. 4, is plotted- against the angle a “
The speed, accozd.ing to e~uation (27), can be d-esignated-as
am economic~.1speed, but only rith exclusive reference to the gas
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and fuel ccnmumption- It depends only on the clirectio~,~-nd
strengt;hof the wind. When there is no mind, there is no speed of
minimum fuel consumption, since vet, then equals zero and every
speed increase necessitates increased fuel consumption. !i’Ilisconc-
lusion follows from equation (7), since, with u = v, the con-
sumption per u-nit distance becomes e c v2/3600. Also with the
vJindin th,eflight direction (a = 00), - 0.Vec.– With a head wi-nd
(U = 1800), Vet.= 1*5 m, so that tinespeed of minimum fuel con-
sumption is ecl~lalto one a-rida half times the mind velocity. ,
On account of the continual variations of w and U, an air-
ship will have on every trip a different speed of minimum fuel con-
sumption. Even during the same flight, ‘cc. can vary considerably.
We would be led to wrong conclusions if we should combine a mean
value of this speed vJitk the maximum economic service in OI@LeTto
arrive at the imaximm eco-nomyof operation- Part II mill show
what effect the speed of minimum fuel consumption really has on the
cost of traffic enterprises-
Gas Consumption.- It has already been mentioned that the con-
sumption of the lifting gas depe-nds chiefly on the flight altitude.
Increased speed increases the ‘Uel consuu~tion~ ‘hU-s‘more‘apidly
lightening the load and increasing the ascensional force of the ai”r-
ship, which causes it to rise Until it reaches the altitud-eof max–
imum internal -pres*re, where gas is released and equilibril~rflis
restored by the loss in lift. There a~e, however, waYs of re~-ucing
this loss- Tiehave already me-ntioned the obtaining of water ‘m%l-
~%
~“
.....................-..—-—. —..—..—..—-------
.-7- .- .-
-., -.,.
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last from tlieexhaust gases. Though theoretically easy, this meth-
od has not yet been-perfected. It is also possible to hold.an air-
ship dymamica11y, by means of the elevator, at the desired altitude l
This method is, ‘nowever, seldom and reluctant ly resorted to, because
a so-called IIig.~~tIIairship steers badly and loses speed on account
of its inclined position. This loss of gas is proportional to the+
fuel consun~tion and amounts to B/a (lift per m3) for the nhole
flight.
It is.also proba’olethat the
the Surface df the airship du~ing
pressure variations, existing on
f1ight and bhose magnitude de-
pends on the speed.,affect the gas 10sses tlnroughthe permeability
of the gas bags. NO e~peri~.ent~.ltests of this have been made bUt
the effect is certeinly so slight, in compri so-n‘~ith the gas 10sses
resulting from tinefuel co-nsumption,that it ‘my be disregard-ed.
Cre’U7.--The weight of the crew’md their quarters is considered
as being included i-nthe dead load l i-ngeneral, the size of the
crew depe-ndso-nthe size of the ,airship* Any ac c-u~at e rule can
hardly be formulated to estimate these costs for a single trip Q
The crew number does not vary much for a given.size of airship.
It depend-smore on vihethera single, d-ouble, OY triple watch is re-
quired, according to the length of t!!evoyage. The number of at-
.......-*- ... . ...
tendants fox the engines depends
,,
on ttienumber o’fengines> rathe~
than on the total horsepower.
For deteri;liningthe operation expenses, the question still ;e-
mains open, according’to the size of the airship, for upon this d-e-
. ..——
N.A*C*A*
.——..—
—.--
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pends the original purchase price, the amortization, the value of
the plant, up-keep, reparations, etc. Hence,
~..,=...... . . it is always desirable
._,,,
..... ... ....
to get along with as swzll an airship as possible and it’is all
....
.,
the more impoztant to deterw~ine the relation between speed and size.
Size of Airship .- The foregoing deductions apply to airships
of any size, while assuming that the engine power is always suffi-
cient for attaining %be maximum economic service and the ‘desired
speed. Since, theoretically, the size of an.airship can be re-
duced until its lift only just equals “itsdead load, so that it
. has no carrying capacity, and since, on the other hand, with in-
crease in t~le size of an airship, the eilginepower and fuel con-
sumption, ‘necessaryto attain a certain speed, increase, me can
not be satisfied with the foregoing zelations. It is quite con-
ceivable ‘thata.carrying capacity, which is the be~t for a given
airship, may be ‘attainedby another airship or by the same air-
ship under more favorable conditions, with.outbeing the best+ In
order to clarify these relations, we must determine what effect
the speed has
The lift
er, the power
load.lr Hence
on the size and weight of the airship, #
must equal the combined weights of the airship Prop-
plants, fuel and carrying capacity, i.e., the ‘lfull
H=T-FM+-B+-Q> all the members of this exPres-
!._.&%,
+~iom-bei.ng-.dependenton the ..tyio.y,ariables V and v.
The value of T, can be determined only by experiment and is
difficult to obtain- It may be assumed t’flathe ~Jeightof the
airship proper varies from approximately as the 2/3 power of i’cs
.
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volume up to its full volume. As me
T = k v4j5 is sufficiently accurate
-.. . .—
The expression for M can, with tie
,,
(20) be reduced.to the form
]J= 2/3ielTv3
If the flight distance is given, B
shall show later, the value
for the present investigation.
help of equations (6) and
can li-kewisebe
an expression containing only V and. v as unk-nown
From B = e Net/3600 ~Jeobtain> for no ~’~ind~F;itht
ecV 2/3V2 ~
‘B = 3600
(30) ,
zeplaced by
quantities.
= s/v
(31)
If ve assume that an airship is to be designed for the maxi-
mum carzyii~gcapacity, ~ must equal B. Then, since H = a V,
equation (29) becoimes
.,
.z,V=k V4’5 ?/3+ic Tv3+ 2 e cv~/3v2 s3600
(32)
If, for further simplification> ~rre~do~t T = k V
2/3. in-
stead of’ T = klV”W5, we then obtain the very eimple form
(32a)
If no consideration be given the maximum carrying capacity
(i.e., if Q -maybe either’less or greater than B), then ‘no
simple form, after the manner of equation (32a), is possible and
we are cotilpelledto find, by certain expedients, the value of V
from the equation
2/3 +ec V2/3 2
aV=k V 4’s+ic Vv 3600V ‘+Q (33)
——-—
~
—
I
1}
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We must once again call attention to the f?.ctthat equations
(32), (32a) and (33) can be used only for rough calculations, such
.. .- .-,,
as are allowable for prilimina~y calculations to determine whether
an enterprise is likely to bc profitable. We must understand that
the exponent of the first expression and the coefficients depend.
entirely Oilthe designer.
necessary to consider more
employed..
~fficients.
ent a is equal to
gas. It is la~gely
air, the barometric
the symbols adopted
In what follows, it will therefore be
carefully all the coefficients thus far
a = coefficient of lift (kg/m3).- The coeffici-
—. — —
the lifting force, in kg, of a cubi~ meter of
d.epend-enton the temperature of the gas a-rid
pressure, the gas density and humidity. With
by Prof.,E’berhaxd-t,its value is
a= b (1 b. T)2.1525 ,,--o.377—-s —... . .b T1/. :.:. (34)
(See Prof = CJ ~erh~rdt ,’”11Luftschiffahrti’ and Prof * R.’.~md’e”n,. .’
ll~rundla~e”ndex,B~~-s~nf~:rurig,-ii,) : “’ “,‘“.;, , ““: :. - ““”:
Hence it is vexy ‘cha“rigeable “and-,in;order “’to’determine ‘the” “
suitable“‘iyig”e6f air sliip,’”17efim””st“@-ow, aS accurately a-s‘pogsil$l,e
the tieam values of the factor’s, timel.ythe ,ter@eiatute “of”“th”egas
and ‘airi~tkk bardl~etric-pres”tire”ythe ‘gas dens”i’ty“and%he Iiuiiitiity.
AS “piac’ticalccn?qputation
.--. ,. ..., ---- .. ...
adopt for
.
EIyd:ogen,
. ,. !“’.”
.
values for good gas at sea-level, we can
... . . . .f.,, -,, .,. .’..:. .-
aVT= l,i6 - ‘-3-.i7”””kg/”rn3,
:-, .. . /.. :>.,.’
~,,
a;l= l.O@- 1.08 kg/&3.
.-. .,
,,”
. . . .. .
..——.
.b = fuel consumption in kg/HP.-hr.-
tion is a characteristic of each engine.
.. ,..
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The specific fuel consump-
It is desirable for it
to be as small as possib].efor the R,P.M. and HP. and air density
constituting the working COnditions of the engine. The minimum
fUel consumption of present-day engines is about 180 g per HP.-hri
and the iflinimumoil consumption is about 8 g per HP.-hr. For ap-
proximate calculations, we may therefore employ b = 0,2 kg/F2.-hr _
c = coefficient of drag (kg.x s~/’) b- This coefficient, with
the aiclof equations (6) and (8), becomes c = ~’Y/75T g. The ex-
pression fT/g (See lTHtittefl22, 1, 359) was combined with the fact-
or l/’75n , becmse all printed airship data always give only the
B.HP. of the engines, but not the efficiecy of the drive and-of the
propeller. Hence it seemed better to findL the unknown qUalltity c
as a IvIlole and subsequently to use it, tha,nto increase the inaccu–
racy by splitting it up into factors. From the published data on
Schutte–Lanz adL Zeppelin airships ~?eobtaiiljfrom N = c V2’3V3 ,
-5
a value C=3X1O for imoderntypes (Table 11). For T= O*75
this voul.dgive a C of about 0.0127. This value is naturally
1arger than
it includes
wind- tui-ine1
only.
=-..
publi shed d-ragcoefficients of airship models, because
the rhole airship with tail unit, cars, etc.,
experiments are generally performed with hull
l~hile
models
,, . . ,,-..-.--. --—. -.....-...--—. ——---—
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22470 j 630 ~ 23.4
25000 ~ 630 1 22.5
24900 ~ 630 i 23.6
31900 : 840 f 26*7
35800 i 950 26.5
55200
55500
55800
55800
56000
68!500
62200
20000
22550
1 q~o
1200
1200
1200
1200
1200
2030
960
950
25000 ~ 740
32500 ~ 840
35100
I
840
38800 960
5s350 ~ 1200
63800 ~ 2240
78000 / 2240
28.’7
27.7
28.9
29.9
30.2
28.6
36.4
36.8
35.4
24,5
23.6
25.9
26.9
28.5
34
32.5
Table Ii-
756
790
796
855
853
1006
1086
1450
1457
1460
1460
1464
1674
1570
737
798
855
1018
1072
1146
1470
1597
1821
V3
~~15
8000
12813
11391 ,
13144
19034
18610
23640
21254
24138
26731
27544
23394
48229
d_9836
443(31
14710
1314!3
17370
1!)465
23150
39300
34330
~.2/373 10-5
6.5
6.32
10.2
9.74
Z1.al
19.15
20.2
34.28
30.97
35.24
39-03
40.32
39.16
75.72
36.73
35.41
12 l 57
13.39
18.63
22.31
34.02
62.76
65.51
20
8.31
8.55
6.18
6*47
5.62
4.39
4.86
4.20
3.87
3.4:
3.07
2.98
3.86
2.68
2.61
2.71
5.8G
6.28
4.51
4.30
3.53
3.57
3.58
Ty-pes k to z, Zeppelin airships; b to h, Schutte-Lanz airships.
The magnitud.eof c is subject to great fluctuation. It is affect-
ed by the shape and nature of the surface of the airship hull, by
the number and bv the arrangeimnt end na.–size of t~retail plailes, .
ture of the cars, etc. In calculating c from tinedata of actual
airships, allowance must be made for the fact that the airship vol-
Uille-is-always-given as t’hegas volume, whil e the drag refers to the
outer ‘VOlume. In similar airships, however, the outer volume may
ke regarded as a constant multiple “of the gas volume, without great
.
error . IilTa21e II this constant is already coiltainedin c.
1-.-,,,.. ,.-..,..,——- ...-...—
/
//
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e= gross fuel consumption in kg/HP.-hr.- This value is com-
posed of the v:eightof the fuel consumed per HP.-hour plus the cor-
responding fraction of the weight of the tanks and piping for each
100 kg of fuel (see later under 2), so that ~ = k (1 + 1/100),
0.214 kg/kIP.-hr. teing taken as the value of e*
i = ~c~eightcoefficient of the power plant in kq/HP. (See equ~-
——
tion (20)).- The value i = M : Ne ,is naturally not consta,nt.
Asid-e from the type a.nclquality of the engine, it depends on wheth-
er the total -povvefis ottained ‘thToughlarge or small engi”fleSj
through many or fem po:~~erunits. T’nefollowing values were o’io-
tained-fror,~actual anclcomputed data.
Table III
is 500 1200 2400 3000 3900 EP .
i 5.1 4.4 4.3 4 3.95 kg/HP.
Although, in these values, no co-nsidera,tion Vms given to uni–
formity with respect to the power of the individual engineS o~
their number, they nevertheless give, as plotted in Fig. 5, a quite
regular curve, wh ich seems to justify the claim that the weight of
the engines, ~:,ri’~hrespect to their power, increases as the total
power d-ecrea.ses. For SU1Osequznt calculations, the value i = 4 kg/
HP. was taken.
- -.. .. -, ----- ..-. —- -
k = weight coefficient of the ~~irship hull (‘~/rA12’5,‘- ‘he
d-etermination of the v~eight coefficient for the hull of the air-
ship encounters the greatest d-ificultiesz Here scientific prog-
1~ .—.. -.-..
IN
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ress, the constructor~s knowledge,, the type of airship, the safetY
facto?, i-nshdrt,>. so many factors are i-nvolved that conclusions
can b e draw”nfrom published data only with the greatest discretion~
., We never know how nuch the weights are a.feeted by the volUme Of
:.
the airship~ Zf we trace, from tne calculated numbers giveflin
Table IV, the line T = f(V) (Fig. 6), we can draw from it no ab-
solute conclusion. It is obvious, however, that the first air-
ships of a building period are more difficult to construct than.
subsequent o-nes,due to less experience. It can be confidently
cla,imedonly that tineweight increases somewhat more slowly than
the volume. Likewise, pure imathematlcal calculations can give
only the approxirnate coilclusi.0~ti~atthe weight changes soinewhat
less than in proportion to the volume, but apparently so-mewlnat
more thailproportional to the 2’3 power of the volume. If the
actual change has ever been determined, it has been kept secret
by the construction firms. In order to proceed farther, it was
assumed that the weight of the hull is proportional to V 4’sl
This probably approximates the actual weight of airships of the
sizes entering into tineproblem. Even with t’hisassumption, how-
ever, we cannot proceed without reservations. Data on individual
weights are nowhere to be found. Even the total weights of the
airships must be found by subtracting the useful load from the
-.
lift. After this is done, the weight of the hull must be found by
assuming the correctness of the coefficient i (Table IV). The
value of k is tlnenobtained from a V = L + k V*’5+ M, accord-
,,‘!,
,,, . . ...
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ing to equation (32):
k =
a,v-~-~1 (35)
v
4/5
In subsequent calculations it was assumed that
~=q (kg )
“ f(r@ )%’
~~13
1914
1914
1914
1!315
1915
1915
1916
1917
1917
1917
1917’
1917
1918
1919
1921
1914
1915
1915
1916
1917
7)
7)
20800
22140
22470
25000
24900
31900
35800
55200
55500
55800
55800
56000
68500
62200
20000
22550
25000
32500
35100
38800
56350
53800
78000
540
540
630
630
630
8~o
960
1440
1200
1200
1200
1200
1200
2030
960
960
740
e40
840
960
1200
2240
.2240
~8~,o
8350
S200
12200
11100
16200
1.7900
32500
36400
37800
39000
40000
52100
44500
10000
11200
7900
14000
15700
21500
37500
46100
59500
2750
2750
3150
3150
31so
3220
4520
6410
5520
5520
5520
5520
5520
8630
4520
4520
3590
4030
4030
4510
5520
9410
9410
24340
25900
26290
29250
29130
37320
41890
54580
64940
65290
65290
65520
80140
72770
23400
26320
29250
38020
41070
45400
65930
74650
91260
l,~790
14300
13940
13900
14880
17900
19470
25670
23020
21970
20770
20000
22520
19640
7880~)
91006 )
17760
199s0
21340
19390
22910
19140
22350,
4.492
4.777
4.603
4-214
4.525
4.465
4.426
4.128
3.697
3.504
3.312
3.180
3.041
2.871
2.856
2.996
5.384
4.913
4.931
4.135
3.625
2*742
2.727
1) AS publi s’hedin ‘1Zeit schrift ffirFlugte chnik und MOtorluft-
schiffahrt,11oi~lyaizships after 1912 being taken.
2) M iS co~lpu_t&L from M = i Ne, ~Jherein i
Fig. 5.
is taken from
3) H=av, wherein a = 1.1? kg/ins.
4) T= H– M-L.
5)k=T:V4’5. 6) and 7) See next page.
,,...,,..,,, .. . ————-—
. .. . .. . ..
2 = T.wightcoefflC~ent of fuel tanks and pipes .- According to
co“mnl-2-!; eel-structures, we can calculate on about 7 ‘kgfor tanks a-o-d
~iges for every 100 kg of fuel. Hence t = 0=07 kg per kg of fuel.
Connection between v and V-- lfith the given bases for t’neco-
efficients, we can procesd to the further consideration of equa-
tion (33).
From “the weight balance (equation (29)), H = T + M + B + Q,
an expression was obtained ‘oytransformation, which practica~lY
contained the magnitude and speed of the airship. It was
a V = k V*’s+ i c V2’3v3 +
ecV2’3Sv2+Q-
3500
If we make the last tvo terms of the right side, wlnichrePre-
sent the fuel and pay load, equal to zero, then the equation repre-
sents an airship whose total lift is entirely absorbed by the
weight of the aizship and power pla-nts. From this we accordingly
obtain the theoreti cal maximum speed for each ai~ship volume.
aV=kV4’=+lcvz/sv~
v ‘-’2”5 ~ (37)
the latter being the upper speed limit of an airship of given size.
* (Cont. from Page 23.)
6) Reduced. 50 kg per passenger, on account of passenger ar-
ra-ngements.
7) Destroyed before completion, in fulfillment of treaty
stipula%ionss
.
h,,, , . ,-,- ,-,. ,,-- ,,,,..,..--.-,..--,— -,.. --.. --.-.-—- —
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‘I’his vaiue is of
,the.rangg..o,f.po~si~ls,-
given size.
i-flterc~tin so far aS we i~ightwis’h‘Gokno~~
speeds in enterprises with airships of a
T-henumbers in Table V a-ridthe curves i-nFig+ 7 were obtai-nec.
m
with a = 1.37 kg/rf13,k = 3 kg/m12’5 , i = 4 kg/HP=, c = 3 (10-5
kg < m4)-
Tl
20009
40000
60000
80000
100000
120000
140000
160090
180000
200000
250000
300000
aV1/3
3~,f761
40.o-~4.
45.~b~
50.~.~~
5+.308
57.710
50.753
53.51_9
66.062
68.4-23
73.688
78.325
@/1 5
1.0.980
12.323
13.008
13.517
13.925
14.267
14.564
14.825
15.060
15.273
15.73’4
16.121
Table V-
-
—.
20.781
27.691
32=796
35.897
qo.382
43.443
46.189
4-8.694
51.002
53s150
57,954
62.204
m/ s _
T
1-73200
230800
273300
3074’CO
335500
362000
3849C’O
405800
425000
442900
483000
519200
55.7
61.3
64.9
67.5
59.6
71.3
72.7
74.0
75.2
76.2
78.5
80.4
We see that the speed lii~itsare about -twiceas nigh as the
actual l~xifil~i~speeds of metier-naixships.
Speed limits for @ven airship sizes and distance s.- Continu+
ing on the give-nliite,we come l~extto the question of the maxi-mum
speed for a given distance,
...!.... . .=.- . without reserving any of the carrying
.....,, .. .,., , . . .,,, .
Ca,pacityfor pay load, as in the case of a military observation
airship- With Q = O, equatio-n (33) becomes
a-~= k-(4/5 + i c ~Tti3 v3 + ecV2/3v2S.3600
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BY transforming, we obtain
e- S v! --.= .-a -Vi/3----.k-V2/]s.V3 “+ ——3600 i. ic “ (3’9)
This equation is best solved graphically, as follows: Each
.
expressio-nco-ntainsthe dime-nsion rr,a/ EF . If we introduce into a
diagram i-nthe ordinate Se-ale m3/s3 the expression of the Tight
side as a function of V aridthe sum of the expressions of the
left side of the equation as
“ values will then fall on the
done by G-ral’!iilgthe curve of
a function of v, the correspording
same ordinate. This is most clearly
the function of v on one side of
the ordinate axis and the curves of the function of v for differ-
ent values of S on the other side. Thus we obtain Fig. 8 with
the valu”esof Table VI, wherein the values for a V1’2- k ~12’15
ic
are taken from Table V.
,,,s,. ., ,..
. . . . .. . . . ..*.
., ..,. . ...,, ,., ,.
l+,
o‘),...—,..,,, , ,,.,,,.,-—--,..,, , ... .—.
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Table VI-
Values for equation(-38). - -i)eterm~-nationof V3 -t-~&v~
esv2
:
v v 3600 i “’+ S=2000 S=3000 s_4000 s=~ooo
S=looo S=looo
5 125
10 1000
15 3375
20 8000
25 15625
30 2’7000
35 42875
40 64000
45 91125
50 125000
43q
1736
3906
6944
10851
15625
21268
277’78
35157
434.03
559
2736
?281
14944
26476
42625
64143
91778
126282
168403
993
4472
11187
21889
37327
58250
85411
119556
161439
211806
1427
6208
15093
28834
48178
73875
106679
147334
196596
255209
1861
79~~
18999
35778
59029
89500
1217947
175112
231753
~38512
2295
9580
22905
42722
69880
105125
149215
202890
266910
34203-5
v T13 S=6000 S=7000 S=8000 S=9000 S=loooo
5 125 2729 3163 35s7 4031 4465
10 1000 11416 13152 14888 16624 18360
15 3375 ~~811 30717 34623 38529 42435
20 8000 49667 56622 63556 70500 7’7445
25 15625 80731 91582 102q33 113284 124135
30 27000 1.20750 136375 152000 167625 183250
35 42875 170483 191’?51 213019 234287 255555
40 64000 230558 258446 286224 314002 341780
45 91125 302067 337224 372381 407538 442695
50 la~ooo” 385418 428821 472224 515627 559030
Here also the same values as before ~~ereadopted for a, k, i
and.c, the Valll.echosen for e being 0.25 kg pe~ Hp.-hr. The val-
ue of e is greater than the value previously given (0.214 kg/HP.-
‘hr.), in drder to.allow-for adequate rese~ves. The curves were com-
puted for values of S from 1000 to 10000 km.
If, for example, we desire to find the maximum velocity of an
airship of V = 50000 m3 with a radius of action of 5000 km, we
—,-
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follow the abscissa
af.the. V ...function
tie-nwith the curve
scissa belo-ngiilgto
m,~s (about).
TJ = 50000 to its intersection with the curve
and ‘the ,co:respondi-ngordinate to its intersec-
.,,. . . ,.
of the v
this point
function for S = 5CY30km. The a.b-
.
~ives the mlaximum speed v = 41.7
Inte,rdepende,nceof &iZG of airshin, maximum s~o-qi,d.istai~ce
.— ——
l-o@,.-aildpay The iast inv~stigation in this scries Is ir.tendedto...
determine the maximu~flspeed fox airships of differerl’1sizes, whe-n
the distances and pay load are given. If this investigation is
successful, we v;il1-have a basis for ansveriilg the most important
question of such a traffic eilt~rprise, sime the cleterininationof
the maximum speed Yor a given size of airship is synonymous with
‘~hede’cervlinationof t-neminimum. size of airship for a given speed.
lie thus obtain the necessary information for reducing the ca-pital
in-iestment to a minimum.
Al.so the unab ~idged-
a~T= kTJ4’5
equation
i-i c VW’3iis+
e c 1~2~3vz S
+ Q (33)3600
can be best soTved graphically. If the transformation is wade in
the same rminer as before, we obtain
V3 e S V2 = a V1’3- k V21>5 _ ~z;+ (39)
+ ~600 i ic icl -
~?. 1,. . .+.... .
.,. ,....,,.
Fig. 8 is changed only in so far as we replace the fo~mer
curve for the V function by a.set of curves determined by ~Lle
value of Q.
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Table VIZ and Fig. 9 were made with the values previously em-
->---,..
‘pl~ved,“iil‘~lliich“-Q-was-given a value of 1000 to 50000 kg. The
corresponding values again lie o-nthe same ordinates and the meth-
Od of fi-ndingdesired values is the same as previously desczibed.
~Jo~ cover, the distanee between the curve for S = O and the
curve for any desired value of S serves as the scale for correct
interpolation and extrapolation. This anst’?e2sfor Q.
.
Table VII.
v
~3
20000
40000
6000C
80000
100000
120000
14.0000
160000
180000
200000
250000
300000
,..
1/3
av _J:v2”=
ic
173175
230758
273300
307381
336517
362025
384908
405783
425017
442818
4-82950
519200
!-s. ,-, . ...,,,.
.
*= (m3/S3 ) for
10C)O 2000 5000
I
l.l~lo 22520 56550
7125 142.50 35625
543’7 2-0874 27185
4488 8975 2244-0
3868 7736 19340
3425 6850 17125
3091 6182 15455
2827 5654 14135
2614 5228 13070
2437 4-874 12185
2100 4200 1(J5!30
1860 3’720 9300
“-w=,!”-... ..... . . .
8“000
——
qo@o
57000
43LLg6
35904
20944
27400
24728
22616
2@~2
19496’
16800
14880
Q ==”(kg).
10000
1.13100
71250
54372
,44885
38680
34253
30907
28275
26139
24367
20999
18595
12000
1~5720
85500
65244
53856
46416
Qq-loo
37092
33924
31368
29244
25200
22320
,-
.
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,4 .,, ~
~3
———
20000
40000
60000
80000
100000
120000
1 Q(xx)o
160000
180000
200000
250000
300000
—
Table VIZ (Cont.)
..—I
I
“-aVd3-liTT2/’5““
ic—
-Q.
1 ~ ~n_ (m3/S3) for Q = (kg).
I
——.
15000 1’20000 I 25000 \ 30--o~ooo
173175
230758
273300
307381
336517
362025
384S?08
405783
425(317
442818
492950
519200
169EA0
lo~875
81555
67320
!58020
51375
46365
424(35
39210
36555
31500
27900
226200 282750
142500 17$1.25
3.087~o 13$925
89’760 112200
77360 96700
68500 85625
61820 772”75
56540 70675
52280 ‘ 65350
48740 6092$
42000 5250(3
37200 46500
339300 45240C
213750 285000
16311Q 217480
134640 179520
13-6040154720
102750 137000
92730 1?3640
$4810 113080
78420 104560
73110 97480
63000 8400~
!55800 74400
t565500
!356250
,271850
224400
193400
171250
15.455(3
14135~
130700
12i850
105000
93000
,>
. . . -.
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V m3
20000
40000
60000
80000
100000
120000
140000
160000
180000
200000
250000
300000
v n13
20000
40000
60000
80000
100000
120000
140000
160000
180000
200000
250000
300000
Table VII (Cont.)
~(m3fS3) fo~Q= (’leg).a--Vy’3.-k V2L15.._.-
1000
161865
223633
267863
302893
332649
358600
381817
402956
422403
440381
480850
517340
15000
3525
123883
191745
240061.
278497
310650
338543
363378
385807
406263
451450
491300
2000
15055$
216508
262426
298405
328781
355175
378726
4oo129
419789
43?944
478750
515480
20000
88258
164560
217621
259157
293525
323088
349243
372737
394078
440950
~82000
5000
126625
195133
246115
284941
3171?7
344900
369453
391648
411947
430633
472450
509900
25000
52633
137375
195181
239817
2715400
307633
335108
359667
381893
430450
~72706
8000
82695
173758
22’9804
271477
305573
334625
360180
383167
404105
423322
466150
504320
30000
17008
110190
172741
220477
259275
292178
320973
346597
369708
419950
~63400
10000
60075
159508
22-8928
262496
297837
327772
354001
377508
398878
418451
461951
500605
40000
55820
127861
181797
225025
261268
292703
320457
345338
398950
444800
12000
37455
14~~58
208056
243525
290101
320925
347816
371859
393649
413574
457750
496880
50000
1450
82981
143117
190775
230358
264433”
294317
320968
377950
426200
Relation between V and v, when S and Q are given .-I-nmany
instances S and-Q are-to be regarded as given quantities, i.e.,c.
.-..x+” ,,. ,, .,, ,,,,.
...,,
the main objec,tis to carry a given load a given distance. The
questioil then arises as to the relation between” V and v. This is
answered by a curve which can be constructed from Fig. 9.
. .
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Supposing that the curve V = f(v) for Q = 50000 kg (or 50
tons)- and S = 1000O W. We utilize the corresponding points &
the curves for Q = 50000 kg and S = 10000 km and introduce
them best in a special diagram as V = f(v). Fig. 10 gives both
lineoriginal curves
I = a V1’3- k ‘V2’lS
- + =fOr Q = 50000 kgic
II=v3+e S
3600 i V2 for s = 10000 km
and the desired curve
III = V = f(v) for Q = 50000 kg and S = 10000 km
The previous investigations served to obtain from the charac-
teristics of the airship tinebases for determining the effect of
speed on the profitableness of an airship traffic enterprise.
It was de~onstrated~
1.. That the maximum economic service is attainable for adis-
tance of half the radius of action;
2* That the radii of action of an airship are inversely pro-
portional to the squares of its speeds;
3. That there is a speed of minimum fuel consumption only
when the airship is in an air current whose direction is not iden-
tical with %@e co,urseflown;
4. That the size of the airship for the desired service de-
pends on the speed;
5. That there is a maximUm speed for evezy size of airship;
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6* Tnat among the four
three.axe optional and these
Part II of tb.isarticle
qua-ntities Vmin, Vmx, s and Q; any
determine the value of the fourth-
wil].attempt to combine these results
in such a way as to obtai-nthe maximum profit.
PART II.
?xofitableiless.- Maximzm economy of a traffic enterprise is
characterized by the fact that the difference between receipts
and extend-itures is the maximum. Hence we rmst always endeavor
either to iilcreasethe receipts Or reduee the expenses, or tO do
both things at the same time.
The factors affecting the xeceipts vary but little, after
the line has been established and the daily pay load determined.
It is not the duty of the engineer to plovid.e for the actual at-
tainment of the expected volume of traffic. All that he can do
is to place ii~the hands of the operator a vehicle fulfilling
the requixeme%~tsm The fare price and freight rate multiplied by
the traimportation work QS gives the yearis income. It is, of
course, assumed that the estimate of these values is correctly
made in advance.
The question of expenditures is a different one. Here it is
the tesk..of,_the engineer to deliver a vehicle that shall meet all
the requirements with the least yearly outlay. In this connec- ~
tion the question of maximum profit becomes a question of minimum
outlay -
L._... ... . .__-–,.... ... .. ......
We wi 11 at t em--tto SWV how, in consider”ation of the speed,
the suitable airship tailb e found for a given Q and S.
Speed a-nii saving of time.- Zt would take us too faz to follow
out , in all its details, the effect of the speed of the ai~ships
on the p~ofitableness of an e-nterprise. It is only necessary to
consider the essential points for rendering su@ an enterprise
profitable. Here belongs, first of all, the effect of the speed
on the traffic schedule between
feet on the requisite capital.
The traveler, for whom
always desires the greatest
contrary, on account of the
the
.
twiroplaces and the consequent ef-
voyage is not an object in itself,
possible speed. The owner, on the
high cost, always prefers tb.elowest
speed consiste-ntwith satisfacto~y freque-ncy. This leads to the
comidezatio-n of competitive enterprises between airships antirail-
roads or steamboats. {Airplanes are not competitors, because air-
planes and airships, on account of their special characteristics,
really serve to supplement one a-nether). Speed i.fitself is not
the most important thing for the traveler, but O-nlythe saving in
time or, more correctly, the diminution of the time lost. If,
for example, a train ru-nningat the rate of 75 lkmper hour re-
quires 48 hours, including stops and detours, to travel bet~~een
two places A and B, 2500 km apa~t, the traveler is not concexned
with tilehourly speed but only with the time loss of 48.‘hours.
If an
there
~.irships’houldcarry him over the same space in 24 hours>
would be a time saving of 24 hours. Even this statement,
ii
._..___________
—
. . . ..—....—..——...——....-. .. .-.—
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however, is not absolutely corr”ect. For travelers in general, a
saving of an hour by day is ~~;orthconsiderably more than by night.
If both conveyances should leave
o“fan evening a-ridboth reach B
days and the airship in one day,
the place A at the same time
in the evening, the train in two
there would be a utilizable day-
time savi-ngof only 12 hours, not of 24 hours. With very few ex-
ceptions, the 24 hours saved can be fully utilized only by a per-
son who “~,~ishesto make a special connection at B for continuing
his journey the same evening- If the connecting vehicle, however,
again requires 24 hours to reach the place C and if, in addition
to the evening connection, there is also a morning connection,
..
there is again nothing g~ined;as compared with a 36 hour trip from
A to B. The traffic manager will, therefore, determine the speed
of the airship not by dividing 2500 km by 24 (= 106 km/hr.), but
by 36 (= 7’0km/hr. ). Any further shortening of the flight time
l~fould,as a rule, be uneconomical, since either the landing would
have to be made in the night oz an unfavorable change in the start-
ing time ~zrouldhave to be made, which would work against the prin-
ciple that travel by day is lost time. If, however, the flight
time approximates an even multiple of 12 hours, every shortening
is a gain until an uneven multiple of 12 hours is reached. (We are
at first making no allowance.for the time required for landing
maneuvers ~ embarking and debarking, loading and unloading; nor for
the prevailing direction of the winds.)
In Fig- 11, it is attempted to represent the time saving, the
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plain lines (I) giving the saving for an even multiple of 12 hours
and the dash Ii-ne(11) for an uneven multiple of 12 hours.
,... ,.. ,.. –..
Flight duration and requisite number of airships .- Speed re-
duction does not lead indefinitely to expense
given load is to be carried daily, i.e., if a
ule is to be maintained-, the flight dwzation,
reduction. If a
definite flight sched-
mith allowance for
number of airships
since the capital
it may happen, under
the stops at the end stations, determines the
necessary fbr maintaining the schedule. NOW,
investment depends on the ‘numberof airships,
certain conditions, that a xeduction in the speed (i.e., in the
simple operating expenses) will so greatly increase the investment
as to.m&ke the total outlay greater instead of smaller.
It is assumed that, in a regular daily traffic over a given
distance, eacilairship should have a rest of 12 hours between
trips. If it is further assumed that the departures are to take
place only in the morning or eve-ning,lTeobtain, by successive in-
crements of 12 hours in the flight d.iiration,the schedules repre-
sented by Fig. 12. In (a) the flight duration is 12 hours. In
order to avoid-loss of time (i.e., to utilize the night time for
traveling), the t.eparti~resfrom both A and B must take place in
the evening, the intervening “noursbeing e~ployed in overhauling,
.&- ,,,.
unloadi-ng,‘I&;d;in”g,’etct””A- regular daily traffic in both direc-
tions can thus be maintained with only two airships.
b) If the flight duration is 24 hours, the departures from
one place wi~l take place in the rnoriii-ngand-fro-mthe othez in the
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eveni-ngand three aivships Ei31 “oerequired.
c) If tineflight
both places will be in
quired.
d) If the f1ight
di~rat’ionis-36”hours, tinede~artu~es from
the evening and four airships -rillbe re-
duration is 48 hoursx the departures from
one place will occ-arin the evening and from the other i-nthe
mOrning, five airships being requi~ed.
Heref rom the following rules can be deduced:
a) If the flight duration (S + 3600 v) is an odd multiple af
12 hours, the departures from both places wiil occur in the eveil-
insc;
‘“ b) If the flight duration is an even multiple of 12 hours,
the
the
departures from one place will occur in the evening and from
other in the wlorning.
The rec~uirednumber n of airships is
s
‘=12 x3600v +1 (40)
Flight duration and capital investment .- If traffic service
——
is desired over a given line a-ridif the character sties of tileair-
ships are adapted to all the conditions, especially to the desired
speed, then the required capital will depend not on the distance,
hut+.,~n,the time.re,qu.ired to make it. The f2.ight time determines-.%.-.,..-
.,
the required number of airships which, in tl~rn,determines the
requ.isite arrangements at the ter=linalstations.
number .ofinterrnecliate-station-s,whether designed
Furthermore, the
as regular stop-
& .
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ping places or only for emergency landings, depends on the flight
,.. .... ....._,.,.
time and no’t“-on-the dlsta-nce.-This -is due to the fact that all
considerations of tb.isnature are
interi~ediate s‘LO-QS,the time 10s-~
stalla-tionof emergency fields is
how long a time a damaged airship
based on the time. For regular
must be considered. The in-
based on the consideration as to
ca-ncOntinue f~-ig’ht,,since S
alone is ‘neverconclusive, but almys the quotient of S + v,
i.e., the time t.
4.11assumptions concerning the requisite capital are naturally
somewhat arbitra~y and hence debatable. It is, however, necessary
to establish certain basic principles, in order to be able to prC)-
teed.
If the principle is adopted that a reserve airship m.zstbe
able to reac’hthe airs-nip to be replaced within 24 hours after
leaving its own hangar, J’Jecome to t’neconclusion, ~der consider-
ation of equation (40), that there should be one reserve airship
for every group of three aizskips or fraction thereof. Of han-
gars and mooring masts there must be e~ectedL a total number equal
to the nuri’oe~of airships oilliand. On long routes there i~ayb e
about twice as many masts as hangars provided. On the further as.
sumption that one gas @ant is suffic,~en~ fOr ~hzee airships> ‘il-
....
.
c ltiding’‘+i.’e”resem e aiz-s’hip’sj we arrive at ‘-the-figures given in
Table VIIIO
la —.—
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a ~TOi-Ofai~~hips.
dur;tion
hr.
12
2’4
36
4-8
60
’72
84
96
108
120
in
service
in
~essrve
Total
—.
3
4
6
7
8
10
11
12
1A
15
T~.bleVIII.
2
2“
3
3
g.
4
4
5
5
5
Mooring
“masts
.—
2
:
4
4
5
:
6
‘7
39
Intermediate stations
Intermed@t e
GELs
plan-ts
2
2
2
3
.“
:
4-
4
5
5
1
1
:
3
3
4
4
It is better to disregard, at first, the effect of the size of
the airships on the cost of tineenterprise. So lo-rigas the size of
the airships is not established, we could only make rough estimates,
which would have to be subsequently corrected. This omissio-nseeins
ail the more permissible, because in simallenterprises, their subse-
quent expansion llJouldbe contemplated from the firSt.
The following estimates are based on various publications, e.g.,
Prattt s ‘lGoime~cial Airships, ~lScottts ‘lLectures,lletc. They are
presented only in small groups, since it is not intended.to give ac-
cura,te figures (almost impossible unde~ present conditions), but
only a calculatioi~method-
Assumed cost of plailt:
-.. .. . ...
- --:... *W.%.., .
One hangar with uorlcshops, e%et“
,,
$1,250,000
Land 250,000
Total cost of =.hangar station 1,500,000
One mooring mast 150,000
.:
*T
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Land $100,000
,, .
Total-’cost of ii%% ‘station-”” ‘-250;000 -
One gas plant 600,000
15% of the total’ cost of the errterprisemust be zaised b:~.the
management, as follows:
Interest on invested capi%~l B%
Sinking fund 7$
Upkeep ‘2$
Insurance ~
TOta~ 15$
Froitithe above figu~es we obtain, by means of Table VIII, the
estimates give-nin Table IX.
Flight
dur~~ion
.
12
24
36
48
60
72
84
96
108
120
..l..*,.>)*..a..S
3>0!30>000 500,000 1,200, mo
3,000,000 750,000 1,200,000
~, 500,000 1,000,000 1,2004000
4,500,000 1,250,000 1,800,000
6,0C0,000 1,500,000 1,800,000
6,009,000 1,750,300 2,400,()()(3
6,000,000 2,000,000 2,400,000
7,500,000 2,250,000 2,400,000
7,500,000 2,500,0C0 3,000,000
7,500,000 2,750,000~ 3,000,000
~, ..,---
~. +-...:---. 1 ....:,.--....!
In addition’to the annual costs of the
Total
.%
i?
..._——.
4,700,000
4,950,000
6,700,000
7,550,000
9,300,000
10,150,000
10,QOO,OOO
12,150=000
13,000,000
13,250,000
—..
A-nn.ual
15$
$
.
705,000
742,500
1,005,000
1;3.32;500
1,395,000
1,522,500
1,560,000
1,822,500
1,950,000
1,987,500
. . .
simple capital investment,
there coinesa series of yearly outlays more”or less closely related
to the fori;ler.These also ca-nbe only approximately estimated.
.%>
A
\
-[
..—.. . -- . .. ..-—-- .- ..- . .—-— ----
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They are most conveniently”exl~ressedin ~erGe~lt~L~es of the al~rlua~.
.,.
construction costs:
Operatiofiapd upkeep 50$
Office maintenance 20$%
lntOrest on operating capita% 15’%
Total q.
This means that.the ~~~ilu~,lcosts in Table IX must be doubled,
in order to include the above iteiis.
All these expei~sesare.independe-nt of the Ieagth of the rout=
and of the se]~vicerendered- TheY de~e&L onl:?on flight time.
Q2er4timz costs.- The costs of operating the airships them-
selves fall into two groups. The first group is independent of
l~~hetherand how much t’neairships are .actually usedL } wlnilet-neSec-
O-nddepe-ndso-nlyon the distai~ce fIown t-uring the year at a given
speed.
It has been shown that ‘~hesize of the airship is determined
by the &esirecIpp.y load, t’net-istance between stations and the
speed. The cost of the a,irships and their annual upke ep are CIOse—
ly related to their size. We ni11 not err great1y if we call the
cost of t’ne.ai~s-hipprwportiana..l%0 it~ sj.z~. C~lOlla tio‘Asrfla~e
in other places admit this assumption. Corrections can be readily
mad-e in special cases. :jl,50C,00G may be considered a moderate
price for an airship of 100,000 m3 gas capacitya If me assume
,.
,4 -. . .—-.. . .--- — —--...... .
that tiaecost of the crew is likewise proportional to tinesize of
the airshj:p, the first group of annual expenses may be exp~e~ssl
in percentages of the original purchase price, as follows:
Inte~est on cost of airship 5.0$ “
JYiortiza-tion 25.0~
Upkeep
Insuailce
12*5%
7’=5$
Crew 4*O%
—+
Total 5k.0$
For further computatio-n,these values mst be connected with
tinesize and numbez of airships.
The simple operating expenses depend on the fuel consumption.
If we compute the gasoline and oil together a.t19 cents per kilo-
gram, call the hydrogen consumption in cubic meters equal to the
weigh% of the fuel consumed ancla,ppraise its value, with consider-
ation of other losses, at the rather high price of 7 cents per kil-
ogram of fuel “coilsumed,we obtain a total cost of all the materi-
als consumed amounting to 26 cents per ki10gram of fuel consumed.
(Under certain conditions, the flight altitude would necessitatee
a correction of the gas consumption. ) The ratio of the operating
costs to the engine power
thus d-irectlydetermined.
Total annutd. cost.-
al construction costs X,
.
and distance flown (or flight time) is
.
The total cost thus consists of the anilu-
the annual cost of th-eairsk.ips and
.
Ill!
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their upkeep Y and the amual cost of consu.rfla.ble materials (g3s-
oline, oil ai~dhydTOgen) Z. If we calculate 360 dayS per year
for the traffic in both directions, we obtain a total distance of
360sx2=720S. The transportation service is acco~diilglY
720 Q S at the desired period v.
If, accoxding to Table IX, the”annual construction costs
x = f(s/3600 v) are plotted in a diagram (Fig. 13) , we obtain a
rmarly straight line. The construction costs i~~stbe Goubled, as
already explain al, and X my therefore be zeplaced by
X=zwl s3600 v
-1-2 \22 (41)
lj~i~llWilev~,lues fronlFig. 13, we obtain w, = 13070 and
~ = 5400C0- Hence
x _ 2r5~40
-— X ~ + 1080000
3500
(42)
The annual expenses for one airship were found to be 54% of
its value. It was further stated that we Nus-tcalculate on one
reserve airship for every three scheduled airships. The annual
expenses for the reserve airships are about the same as for the “
others, since c~ews and supplies must likewise be held in reserve ‘
for them. The annual expenses must therefo~e be increased 1/3,
thus making 724 of the value of each airship to,be taken into the
calculation- Hence me have 0.72% V dollars for each airship or,
~rijj~ ..!.)2= $;15/$ on ‘L’he‘oasis of a previous assui-nption, 10-8 V
dollars.
.—
. —
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Since, honev er, according to equation (40), a total of
. . . . . .. . . . . . . .
.,, ..., . . ,,,
.,.
n“=
s_
12(3600 V) + 1 airships is required, the cost of the airships
is
Y = 10.8 V (12 &oO ~ + 1) (43)
The e.imual cost of the consumables is
Z = WBj or (wit’n~ = ~0.26 per kg)
Z = O*26 Bj.
If the consumables for a single trip are represented, as be-
fore, by B, we have Z = $0.26 X 720 B or, since, accordiilgto
213~ V2
equation (31), B = e ‘3}00 >
~=0.26x720Xec V2’3S V* (44)
3600
At this poi-nt it ~;ouldhave been more logical to employ the
factor b i-ns’~ea,dof e (ss.sdefinition) . It is more conven-
ient, hoi~ever, to retain e, si-ncethe same expression occurs
again in ‘Kcefurther calculation. In viev of this, the basic
price of $0.26 per kg for the consumables should.have been dirr!in-
.
ished in the ratio b : e. If, however, the higher value Is “re-
tained,.we may consider it as including the 10sses due to trial
y- ~~~=atnd.-id.l~ing-.x.u.n-s,~.wind~,etc. ,, ........ ...... .... .
The ordinary annual expenses are thezefore
Q= X+-Y+Z (45)
and
- —...
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~-.~w,s (
2/3~TT2
+ 2 Cl>+ %w~:~ \1.2x~600v+ ~) +.%%e c ~T “ (46)
3600v
—-—
3600. -
-.,..,.,,
.,,.—’. ._. , . ...,,,.
or, with the coefficient values eimployedwherein, as b“efoze,
e = 2.5 x 10–1 and c = 3 x 10-5”,
+ 0.26 X ‘?20X 2.5 X 3 V2’3S
3600 X IOG
The eeonomlcalgeed. - If the chosen speed succeeds in reduc-
—— __
ing the expe-nses to the mi-nimum,this speed is the economical
speed of minimum fuel consumptiOnj which was Liscussea,. iila pre-
ceding section. It is of primary i-mportance~ chile t~hespeeclof
mi-niimlmfuel consumption can enter the p~obl em O-nlyfor an indi-
vidual flight acd eve.ntk,e:nOill~?un5.er certain conditiOns.
@
In iiaefurther p~ocess ~ = O is first formed-:
dc@ 26140 l@ ,8 lj ~ 0.25x720x2.5x3x2 T=’3 v o
—= -
d-v 3500vz -
=
12x3600 V2 3600 ~ “105
vheUCe“
.V3 = ~06 ~ 26140 -t-2.9 TT., .-L2808 ~-2/3 (48)
“This equation contains th”econdition for the minim.m, since
Fzom it we obtain hoifi~gei~eousval-uesof v ~.ild-V. Table+*.X..W2..HL0****W.WMG._ ....... . -....<.,2~.,.;., . .... ..,.)-g-w<:.–>< - >.
X contains a series of such values. Accord-ing to
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Table X.
.. ....
““-“-L-KB-I..-I.
10,000
20.000
40;000
60,000
80,000
100;000
120;000
l’40jooo
160,000
180,000
200,000
25,0;000
300,000
35,140
44,140
62,140
80,140
98,140
116,140
134,140
152,140
170,140
188,140
206,140
251,140
296,140
I.72[.3 .,, ,.. ~3. I “v-(m/ s )
464
737
1169
1533
1856
23.54
2433
2696
2947
3189
3420
3968
4481
zb,~eo 29.99
21,330 27.73
18,930 26.65
18,620 26.50
19,01.0{ 26*6O
19,200 26.78 ‘ “
19,630 26*98
20 l 100 27.19
20;550 I 27.4021,010 27.59
21; ’460 27.79
22,540 28.25
23,540 28.66
these, the curve of the <determining equation
v ‘ ‘“’r===
as plot-iced in’Fig. 14.
becomes
The second definitive equation, available for v and V, is
No. ((33) 4/5
a>v=kv 2/3+-icvv3+ e c V2’3 S vz
3600
+ Q.
it was assumed at ‘theoutset that Q an& S were of giveil
magnitudes. H~~lce, according to Fig. 10, the correspending curVe
11I represents the’second IOlacefor v and-v. If this curve and the
curve in Fig. 14 are reduced to the same scale, they intersect at
. . ... a, PQ id, .t~b.i.cl?.,.WLSt fu.lfi11,the.,,fol,lo~fi.ng,.c-onditions .(Fig. %5):
1- Th= values of v and V are so coordinated that, with
given :2~n~.S, the size of the a.irsh.ip is the cw.ximunfor the de-
sired speed (equation (33) .
& . ..——.. ——.
,.
,.
-’.
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2. The expenses of the whole enterprise are minimum at the ;“
speed v (equation (49)).
Thus the desired optimum, the economic speed for.the enter-
prise, is found.
.
,.”- ,-.. .. .-
Even if a method is successfully developed with whose help
we can find the economic speed of an airship fox commercial pur-
poses, it would still not necessarily follow that the calculated
speed could be actually attained or that it would be -practicable.
It might be so great or so s~~.11as to be out of the question for
the traffic. it vm.s,moreover, possible that even slight changes
in V might produce great changes in v. In either event, only
theoretical importance could be attached to
In fact, the rapidity of change was so
portion of the curve (Fig. 14), up to a gas
the economic speed.
great in the first
capacity of about
20,0@0’k!as to render it difficult to harmonize the volume and
speed at just the best values- This branch of the curve is, how-
ever, entirely irrelevant for practical airship flight. Since
nowadays airships of less than 75,000 m3 are regarded as unsatis-
factory for actual service, only volumes of 75,000 - 250,000 m3
are of interest. For these volumes, the nearly straight, gradu-
ally ascending curve indicates corresponding speeds exceptionally
suited to all other aspects of a commercial enterprise. ~~ith
26.6 to 28.25 m/s (i-e., -witha mean speed of about 27.-5m/s).
the economic speed is just high enough to make an airship a suc-
cessful instrument of rapid transportation. Moreover, this speed
I ..*
is low enough to be readily attained. Furthermore, deviations
from the-computed.volumq, which riightbe.des~rable for other rea-
sons, produce only such slight changes in the economic speed as
.tobe of no practical importance. Hence the result is of actual
value, since-it proves to be practically utilizable.
Consid.er~t”io-ns’iegard.in~ the ado~ed assumptions .- During the
development of the computation methodi a “long series ai assump-
tions was necessary. It is therefore”approfiriate to consider TJhat
..
effects certain wrong assumptions night have on the results.
There are also a few additional factors to be considered., concern-
ing which unexplained assumptions ~ijeremade.
costs.- If all the costs shoulclchange uniformly (e.g., if
they should all double), the result v~ould.not be affected. If
the construction costs should increase, the economic speed would
increase with the third root of the factor of change. The reverse
vvouldoccur, if t-nebasic prices of “theconsumable should rise.
Pay load.,distance, dead load, we~pht of each engine, re-
—.
serves.- Any increase in these factors would incr”ease the volume
of the airship and hence the ecoi~omic speed.
.,Specific fuel consuxngtion.a- If this increases, the volu-me in-
,.“.,-....+-.,S .-.
creases according to equation (33) and v decreases according to
equation (49)* ~Tllichtakes accownt of the specific fUel consump-
tion in the factoz 2808. The effects of these changes offset one
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another, at least partially.
,.. , ......
...,.
Wind..- In Part II of this article, the
was made that the airspeed a-ridground-speed
w= 0. Such, of course, is never the case.
unexplained
were equal,
The effect
49
as”sumption
i.e., t’nat
of the wind
generally requires a greater airspeed than ground-speed, the re-
sult being to increase the fuel consumption. Hence it is well to
allow for the effect of the wind in the corresponding valuation of
e. In this event, v in equatioil(46) is replaced by the ground-
speed u and equation (49) then gives the value of u which re-
duces the eA~enst?s to a minimum.
Ground-speecl.-Any desired change in the ground-speed can be,
to a ce~tain degree, offset by cfiangingthe duration of the stops.
Schedule.- Any fundamental change in tileschedule first neces-
sitates a determination of the requisite number of airships.
Time lost in landi&g.- On long trips this will’not affect the
required ground--speed,but on short trips it will necessitate an
increase in the ground-speed.
Low barometer, crossing mountaiils.-Allowance ce..nbe made by
changing a or by introducing special factors. Hereby V is in-
%...
creased && s~net’im”es’also :..v,.
Example.- It is dLesi~ed to establish airship traffic over a
distance of 4000 km between tineplaces A aildB. It is ~equired
,.,“
-a,
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to carry 50 passengers daiIy in.each direction and to provide
them Ytitli‘“coiifortable cabins-.
‘A cabin--allowance of 320 kg is made
for each passenger, in addition to 80 kg
allowance of 2.5 metric tons is made for
and crew, 25 metric tons for freight and
arrangements for stowing the’freig?it.
for his own weight. An
provisions for passengers
10~ of the latter for
Solution.- The total pay load comprises:
50 passengers, (80 kg each)- 4000 kg
Cabin &eight, (320 kg ner
Freight,
10% storage
Provisions,
“passe~g&r) -16000 ‘1
25000 ‘1
devices, 2500 “
2500 “
Total 50000 “
Fig. 16 gives both curves of equation (33) for Q = 50 t
and S = 4000 km and also the curve v = f(V) derived from the
correspoild.ingvalues. The latter curve is intersected by the
curve u = f~(V) plotted on the same s-taleaccording to equation
(49). The intersection point gives:
Ground-speed 26.5 m/s
Volume of airship 75000 m3.
> ...
“Tbe;ground-spe~ increased, over-that. called .for by the”sched–
ule, to 27.5 m/s, thus making the flight time 40hours. .Inorder
to show hOVJ further factors can be taken into account, the follow-
ing conditions are assumed:
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A wind of 8.m/s iaeanvelocitj~at an angle of 20° to the t.irect-
tion .A B.; . ..
Maximum wind velocity on the course, 28 m/s;
Mean barometer at A, 750 mm; at B, 760 mm;
Mean temperature at A, 10°C; at B, 15°c;
At 1000 km from A, a mountai-nrange to be crosseal.at a-nal–
titude of 2000 m.
solution.- .Taking into account the maximum wind velocity, the
airship would attain a Maxinmrn speed of VI = 36 m/s. The mean
~rindvelocity of 8 i~/sat aiia-ngleof .20° requires, for the ground-–
speed.of 27.5 m/s, an airspeed of
v= U2+ v,=:2 u w Cos 20°
to vz= 35.1 rfljs
and V3 = 20.2 m/s
The lift coefficient is
and aB . 1.17 x m
288 = 1.12 at B
The s;’~~11-er value must be employed in
count may be taken of the altitude, eithez
the conqmtation. Ac-
hy using the loga~ithmic
e, ,., altitude .f.ormula.or by diminishing ti}le,.,li;.$1% for each 80 m in-
crease in altitude. Thus an altitude increase of 2000 m corre-
sponds to a lift decrease of 25~0. This is increaset.by ~he fuel
consumption over a distance Of 2000 kn, during ~?hi@ the minimum
,
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airspeed is %0 be assumed, i.e., Va = 20.2 m/s; further by the
dynamic lift which may be assumed, ,from experience, to be 0.05 a V
~ kg {Its maximum is shout 0.1 a V kg. The obtention of this value,
however, so greatly reduces the horizontal speed that it should be
utilized only in case of e-mergency] end lastly
last R. We thus obtain
2/3 ~,x ~2
~=h O.Ola. V_bc V _
80 3s00
by discharging bal-
0.05 a V
in which h deaotes the flight
the point where the altitude h
altitude an Sx tinedistance to
mizstbe attained-.
Reserve fuel can be taken into account by increasing the value
of e to e, = 0.275 and to the higher afi~pee~L V2 = 35.1.
Equation (33) now acquires the form
2/3 _
aA V
Cvb%>a
= k Vw= + i c V2’31713+ ~ + Q + 0.25 a.AV3600
1000 bcv
2/3s ~32
“m 3600 – 0.05 a.~,V.
The last three terms coTrespond to
n
the ~allast iiiScharged-.
Care must be exercised that the values
- 0.05 aA V
is introduced only- so long aS it is positive. & s00:1as it becomes
,negat ~~-..e.~ ,~iile,se. three.,~erms must be dropped, since otherwise the
,.
airship would be forced to rise fron the ground by dynamic force
alone. It is fur’~hernecessary, so that the dynamic lift can be
subsequently offset staticaily,-that
$% ,, ,,,,11111111 -.. .. ...... ,,,-, .---- .—-—— .—..—
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~ e T1213V32
0.05 aA V“< —--.- .(S.
3600
SJ -
In the present instance the texms are retained and the equatioil
accordingly becomes
or, with the adopt~d numer~cal values,
0.8 X 1.11 V = 3 VA’S+ 4 X 3 X 10-= X 363 V273+
3 x 10-5X 4 x 106 V2’3 (o,~75 ~ 35.12 - 0.2 x 20.221
3600 \ 4 ,1
0.888 V - 3 V“5- 16.2 V2’3= 50000
from which we obtain: V = 158000 m3.
The other conditions were int&tionally so selected as to give
a large difference in comparison with the first-found airship vol-
ume and, i.ncleed,in order to d-emonstrate that the effect on the
economic speed is only slight. From Fig. 16 the economic grouild-
speed is found to be u = 27.5 mls, i.e., just as great as it ~~as
originally adopted for the schedule,
The scheduled speed of 27.5 m/s gives a flight duration of
about 40 hours fox 4000 ‘km, If stops of only 8 houxs are made at
the terminal stations, the schedule would correspend to Fig. 12c,
requiring four airships in operation and two in reserve.
On the basis of the previous assum~tions, the enterprise would
cost as followsS
*
,, ,, ,,m. .,, ,,! , ,, .,, ,..!.!- m.!.!! !-. m.. . . . . . !!!...!..!.-—-.—...-——————
I
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C?a@italinvestment:
hangars at
masts 1’
gas plants
airships
$1,500,000 $4,500>000
250,000 750,000
at 600,000 l,20C!,ooo-
!1 2,400,000 14,400,000
Operating capital ,. 3,000.000
Total ~23,850,000
Annual ex~enses:
2 x 15% of the construction cost $ 1,93!5,000
54% of the airships} cost 7,776,000
Consumables 3,140,000
GaB loss frotialtitude 1,3’72.000
Total $14,223,000
[
The c~st of the consumables was conqputedfrom
0.26 X 360 x b x C V=”3S (v’z*+V32)
.—
3600
and the value of the gas 10SS (due to
0.0’7 ( ?20 x 0.25 al.V -
54
360 b C V2’3S(V22+ V32 ))
3600 11“
The sum of $14,223,000 is the mini-mum amount of the annual ex-
penses capable of carrying on the e-nterpriseunder the given condi-
tions.
The receipts, ‘for covering the above costs, were computed as
follows:
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.
Each trip required:
50 passengers with a total weight,
,.
including cabi-n,of 50 x 400 20,000 kg
Freight, i-nclu.dingweight of storerooms, 27;500 1’
Provisions, 2,500 1’
The weight of the provisions may be assumed as 4/5 for the
passengers and 1/5 as freight, by dividing the crewis provisions
of 2/5 of the whole ecpal]-ybetween the two pay classes, passengers
and freight. Thus we obtain as pay load-:
50 passengers at 440 kg = 22,000 kg
25,000 kg x 1.,12kg= 28.000, “
Daily one-way total 50,000 1!
The total weight carried annually is thus 50000 kg x 720 =
36,000,000 kg and the cost per trip is j14,223,000 + ~6>0~0~000 =
$0.40 per kilogram, i.e., $176 for each passenger and tO.448 per
kg of freight. Red.u.cedto unit distance, this gives:
Per passenger-lciloiaeter, $0.044
Per freight-kilofileter’, 0.000112 per kg:
Al-1 receipts above these ”figures are pure profit.
Translation by Ilvigh-tM. Miner,
Natio-nalAdvisory committee
for Aeronautics.
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